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Abstract—In this paper, we address an important and practical
problem - namely to forecast the duration and volume of Internet
usage of a subject based on pervasive and unobtrusive of past
history. Unfortunately though, profiling users can have privacy
ramifications. In this paper, we present a statistical framework
to forecast duration and volume of Internet usage of subjects via
processing NetFlow logs from routers. Briefly, NetFlow logs are
network level information of IP packets as they traverse a router,
but they do not contain the packet payload. In our experimental
study, Internet traffic logs of octets and durations of 66 subjects in
a college campus were collected (via privacy-preserving NetFlow
records) in a pervasive and unobtrusive manner for a month.
By applying times series forecasting techniques, we demonstrate
that predictions on duration and volume of usage at future times
can be made based on past usage, with very good precision.
Furthermore, our results also show that with more historical
data, prediction accuracy improves further. We believe that our
problem in this paper has not been addressed in the literature.
We also believe that our contributions in this paper have impor-
tant consequences in enabling privacy preserving techniques to
manage network resources for administrators, cyber security via
behavioral based authentication, and smarter advertising.

Index Terms—Prediction, Privacy, Network Management, User
behavior, Forecasting

I. INTRODUCTION

Profiling user activity on the Internet is a topic that is im-

portant, with numerous scenarios and applications. Instances

include a) deriving social media profiles on Facebook and

Twitter for applications like friends matching, targeted ad-

vertising, demographic analysis [1]; b) deriving router pro-

files for network traffic management, resources deployment,

attack/fault detection via anomalies [2]; c) deriving profiles

for understanding apps usage on smart-phones [3]; d) deriving

Internet usage profiles to predict mental health outcomes [4]–

[7] and more.

In this paper, we make new contributions to user profiling

on the Internet. The problem we address is both practical and

important. Specifically, our problem is to determine the volume

and duration of Internet usage of a subject based on knowledge

of past historical data that was collected pervasively and

unobtrusively. This problem has multiple uses in the realm of

authentication (via anomaly detection), run-time management

of network resources (via superior forecasting), and smarter

advertising (again via forecasting usage times) and more.

Unfortunately though, such a problem is hard to tackle mainly

from a privacy perspective, since sharing of historical Internet

data to derive profiles may be of concern to users.

To alleviate this problem, while still demonstrating the

ability to forecast, we conduct an experimental study in this

paper for forecasting Internet usage duration and volume from

historical data collected via privacy preserving NetFlow logs

from routers. Specifically, our contributions are:

a. Real Internet usage traffic collected via NetFlow:
Internet usage of 66 undergraduate (UG) college students for

the entire month of February was collected via NetFlow logs.

All sensitive information was anonymized. Note that many

organizations and corporations pervasively collect Internet

traffic statistics for monitoring and troubleshooting purposes.

To be more specific, the NetFlow logs used in this paper

typically record information such as packets, octets, duration,

port numbers and protocols of an IP packet that pass through

a router. Note that the NetFlow logs are highly-privacy pre-

serving since the content of Internet usage is never collected

(e.g., content of emails, or chats, or file downloads are never

logged). Only the statistics are collected. Subsequently, we

processed the recorded data to identify the volume in bytes

(denoted as octets) and duration of usage (as a notion of time)

for the entire month for the purpose of this study.

b. Time Series Forecasting: Subsequently, we analyzed

the entire month of Internet usage data to answer following

questions. First, we wanted to see if each subject’s usage data

can be predicted based on the previous usage data. Second, we

want to see if more statistics from previous usage data can help

to predict future Internet usage more accurately. To answer

these questions, we use Time Series Forecasting, which is one

of the widely used methods of prediction in the literature.

c. Our Results: Our detailed prediction results reveal

interesting and practical insights. First, we found that each

week of Internet usage data can be predicted based on the

previous weeks of usage data from the perspective of duration

and volume. We also find that with more information to profile,

accuracy of forecasting improves. Also, in general, profiling
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and predicting future duration and volume of usage over 1-

hour window performs best compared to other time windows.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we discuss important related work. In Section III, we discuss

the NetFlow Data collection process. Section IV presents in

detail our statistical analysis for predicting future trend of

Internet data. We present results of our analysis in Section V

and practical applications are presented in Section VI. Finally,

Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we present a brief overview of important

related studies. Due to space limitations, a comprehensive

survey is not presented.

Considering the importance of profiling Internet users, many

innovations have been proposed in the literature. In [2],

a parameterizable methodology for profiling Internet traffic

flows at a variety of granularities is presented. Authors defined

flows based on traffic satisfying various temporal and spatial

locality conditions that were observed at internal points in a

network. This methodology can solve some central problems

with networking such as resource reservation at multiple

service levels, usage based accounting, and the integration

of IP traffic over an ATM fabric. Authors considered various

granularities of a flow such as destination network, host-pair,

or host and port quadruple in their analysis.

In [1], authors studied the feasibility of automatically ex-

tracting passwords from profiling daily activities like phone

activity, Facebook activity etc. They have observed that in-

frequent activities can be memorable and also unpredictable.

Authors launched an experiment with 70 subjects by including

their Facebook activities, browsing history, call logs, texts.

The proposed system could achieve a success rate of 95% to

authenticate legitimate users and was compromised in 5.5%

of cases. More recent related work in authentication is in

[8], where the authors demonstrate that octets and duration

of Internet usage tends to be repeatable over time for users,

which can serve as new markers for authentication.

In [3], authors comprehensively studied the diverse usage

patterns of smartphone applications via network measurements

from a national level Tier-1 cellular network provider in the

U.S. They observed that about 20% of the applications that are

very popular are local because they are expected to serve local

users such as news applications. They also found similarities

across different applications in terms of geographic coverage,

daily usage patterns, etc.

In [4], [5], [6], [7], the authors studied profiles of student

Internet users with applications to mental healthcare. They

demonstrate that Internet usage statistics like Octets, Usage

Duration, Entropy of Usage, Chatting Usage etc. are significant

different for students that suffer from mood problems, com-

pared to those that dont. Furthermore, the privacy implications

of such findings and their applications are also discussed.

In [9], authors studied Internet users behaviors toward

Internet advertising and how it can be compared to advertising

in general. They provided results which indicate that more

respondents found Internet advertising to be informative and

trustworthy than a demographically similar sample found

general advertising.

To summarize, the work in this study adds to this emerging

field of Internet usage profiling. The problem we address,

namely forecasting the duration and volume of Internet usage

from past profiles has not addressed before, and is one which

has important practical applications.

III. DATA COLLECTION

In this section, we briefly introduce the data collection part

of our project1. Data was collected using Cisco NetFlow which

is one of the most well-known technologies to capture network

traffic [10]. Data included a sample of 66 student subjects in a

campus network (with all identities anonymized) for a month

long period. In this experimental study, NetFlow version 5 was

used that export many variables which are briefly described in

Table I.

The collected NetFlow data has several flows which was

categorized based on the source IP address field. Since the

campus network which the data was collected uses DHCP

(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) in order to assign IP

address, each IP address can be used by different users at

different times. As the result, a mapping file was established

that contains a list of IP addresses which are assigned to each

user. This file was created using DHCP logs that includes each

subject’s username, which is their email address. Mentioned

information is used by a backup daemon to extract each

subjects NetFlow data by filtering flows based on the source

IP address variable. Fig. 1 presents the whole process that was

done for collecting the NetFlow traffic. All ids and sensitive

information were anonymized to preserve privacy. In average,

a week of worth data contains more than 7000 flows and an

Internet usage data of around 3.75GB.

TABLE I: Features collected via NetFlow logs

Feature Description
unix secs: Current count of seconds since 0000 UTC 1970
unix nsecs: Residual nanoseconds since 0000 UTC 1970
sys uptime: Current time in milliseconds since the export device booted
dPkts: Packets in the flow
dOctets: Total number of Layer 3 bytes in the packets of the flow
first: SysUptime at start of flow
last: SysUptime at the time the last packet of the flow was received
srcaddr: Source IP address
dstaddr: Destination IP address
srcport: TCP/UDP source port number or equivalent
dstport: TCP/UDP destination port number or equivalent
protocol: IP protocol bytes
src mask: Source address prefix mask bits
dst mask: Destination address prefix mask bits
src as: Autonomous system number of the source, either origin or peer
dst as: Autonomous system number of the destination, either origin or peer

As introduced in Table I, several fields can be captured from

the data. Fig. 2 illustrates a snapshot of the real NetFlow

traffic logs for one sample subject. However, in this paper

we only considered octets and duration for forecasting. Fore-

casting other possible variables like port numbers, destination

1The study was approved by the IRB at the participating campus.
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Fig. 1: Overall NetFlow data collection process

Fig. 2: Snapshot of Real NetFlow logs for one subject (some entries are shaded intentionally)

addresses and more are possible, and is part of our future work,

once privacy implications are better understood. Formally, the

variables used in this research paper for forecasting are:

• octets: This parameter shows the number of Layer 3 bytes

per flow.

• duration: This parameter shows the amount of millisec-

onds from the beginning of the flow to the ending

(converted to seconds for ease of use).

The above procedure was completed for all the 66 student

subjects in the study. Fig. 3 shows a snapshot for a single user

from a new table that contains the processed Internet usage

parameters in addition to converted date and time in epoch to

human readable date and time for ease of use. At this step,

different time windows have been employed to split the data

into several parts. We have used windows in a range of 24
hours to 15 seconds for splitting our data. In prior research

we have demonstrated that 1-hour window as preferable to

partition the data and demonstrate self-similar behavior of

Internet usage [8]. Interestingly, in this paper also we we

found that 1-hour window can also predict the future trend

more accurately than any other time window. We compare

our forecasting results across multiple profiling windows later

in the paper in the results section.

IV. PREDICTING INTERNET USERS’ TRAFFIC

In this section we present the framework to forecast the

duration and volume of Internet usage based on past profiles

of the same. Specifically, in this paper, we want to forecast the

duration and volume of usage in each weekday of one week

based on profiles derived for the same weekday in three prior

weeks.

To design this framework, there are some challenges. For

example, since our subjects are college students, they have a

strict schedule. For an instance, one student can have classes

on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and others may have

on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Also, there is a possibility that

different weeks have different schedules. Furthermore, many

students are off campus during the weekends so we only

focused on data that captured during weekdays.

The main question that we want to answer in the area is the

following. We want to see if any week of Internet usage can

be predicted based on the previous weeks of Internet traffic.

In addiction, we want to see if more previous data can help

to predict more accurately. Finally, we want to find the best

profiling window size to forecast.

To address the above problem, and overcome challenges, we

use Time Series Forecasting technique [11]. This technique is

considered to predict new data when the actual outcome may
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Fig. 3: Snapshot of volume and duration for a single subject

not be known currently. Time Series Forecasting is employed

in this paper due to its rigorous statistical property and easy-to-

compute form. This modeling approach is particularly useful

when there is little knowledge available on the underlying

data generating process or there is no satisfactory explanatory

model that relates the prediction variable to other explanatory

variables. It has also been successfully applied in areas, such as

statistics, pattern recognition, weather forecasting, earthquake

prediction, and widely in any domain of applied science and

engineering that involves temporal measurements. For our data

sample, since we are predicting the fourth week based on

previous three weeks, we split the month’s worth of Internet

traffic data into four parts for four weeks each for all 66
subjects as it can be seen in Fig. 4.

In the following discussions, without loss of generality, we

present the technique for predicting Internet traffic data for

an arbitrary subject (among the 66 subjects). The technique is

the same when applied for all the subjects in the data sample.

The process is summarized in algorithm 1. There are several

variables which are briefly described in Table II

TABLE II: List of variables used in the Algorithm

Variable Description
L: denotes the amount of Internet traffic after splitting the data into windows
MA: denotes the Moving Average
CMA: denotes the Centered Moving Average
S: denotes the seasonality component
DS: denotes the deseasonalized variable
T: denotes the trend component
Prediction: denotes the predicted value for the Internet traffic

There are several different methods to do Time Series

Forecasting. One of the traditional techniques that is employed

in this paper is called Moving Average (MA) [12]. An obser-

vation in time series can be decomposed into three different

components: the trend that shows long term direction, the

seasonal that is systematic or calendar related movements and

irregular that is unsystematic which is short term fluctuations

related effect. This process is called decomposition model.

As mentioned earlier, one of the components is called

seasonal effect that is a systematic and calendar related effect.

Observed data needs to be seasonally adjusted since seasonal

effects can hide the true underlying movement in the series.

In addition, it can hide certain non-seasonal characteristics

that may be of interest. The seasonal component consists of

effects that are stable with respect to timing, direction and

magnitude. Seasonality can be recognized by regularly spaced

peaks that have a consistent direction and approximately the

Algorithm 1 Internet traffic prediction

1: procedure PREDICTION(Data Flow)

2: create windows of 1-hour for a specific day (e.g.

Monday) across all three weeks: L[1..72]
3: for i = 13 to 61 do
4: MA[i] = [L[i− 12] +L[i− 11] +L[i− 10] + ..+

L[i+ 11]]/24
5: end for
6: for j = 13 to 60 do
7: CMA[j] = [MA[j] +MA[j + 1]]/2
8: end for
9: for m = 1 to 24 do

10: S[m] = [ L[m]
CMA[m] +

L[m+24]
CMA[m+24] +

L[m+48]
CMA[m+48] ]/3

11: S[m + 24] = [ L[m]
CMA[m] + L[m+24]

CMA[m+24] +
L[m+48]

CMA[m+48] ]/3

12: S[m + 48] = [ L[m]
CMA[m] + L[m+24]

CMA[m+24] +
L[m+48]

CMA[m+48] ]/3

13: S[m + 72] = [ L[m]
CMA[m] + L[m+24]

CMA[m+24] +
L[m+48]

CMA[m+48] ]/3
14: end for
15: for n = 1 to 72 do
16: DS[n] = L[n]/S[n]
17: end for
18: LinearRegression(DS[1 .. 72])

19: for o = 1 to 96 do
20: T [o] = a+ [b× o]
21: end for
22: for q = 73 to 96 do
23: Prediction = T [q]× S[q]
24: end for
25: end procedure

same magnitude in the time period. Another component of

Time Series is called trend that is defined as the long term

movement and is a reflection of the underlying level.

Two structure are proposed for basic decomposition models;

Additive and Multiplicative. Noteworthy, in this paper we used

the classical time series multiplicative model as it is presented

in Eq. (1).

xt = Seasonal × Trend×Random (1)

The term “Random” is often called “Irregular” in decompo-

sitions. Random or irregularity is canceled from the equation
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by deseasonalising the process. Although, in this paper, to

compute the prediction process, two components of seasonal

and trend are employed as they are presented in Eq. (2). In

short, trend is showing the long-run increase or decrease over

time and seasonal is showing the short-term regular wave-like

patterns. Different approaches are available, however in this

paper we used a smoothing procedure called Moving Average

(MA).

xt = Seasonal × Trend (2)

Fig. 4: Partitioning our data across weeks

As mentioned earlier, different time windows chosen in

this project that 1-hour window resulted in more accurate

predictions. Fig. 5 illustrates traffic duration for one sample

subject in our data set for Monday across three weeks. As

it is clear in the plot, there is a pattern in the traffic usage.

As mentioned before, next step is to apply the MA technique

to smooth the graph. Fig. 6 presents the data after applying

the moving average technique. Column MA(24) stands for the

computed moving average. It simply calculated by finding the

average value for the first 24 windows. Noteworthy, for the

first value in column MA(24) we need to find the average for

the duration values from time code t = 1 to t = 24 which is

showed by a dotted rectangle and placed for the first value of

MA. Noteworthy, since we are averaging 24 values, we put the

averaged value around the middle of the window. In this case,

we put the first MA value in the time code t = 13. Then the

second value can be calculated by using the duration values

from the time code t = 2 to t = 25 which is exposed by

a dashed rectangle. This value can be placed for the MA at

location of time code t = 14. Same process can be continued

until the last value that find the average from t = 49 to t = 72
and place it for the time code t = 61. Since the number of

windows is an even number (24 windows of 1-hour in a day),

Centered Moving Average (CMA) should be used to find the

actual average value. For computing the CMA, simply average

for each pair of MA values can be calculated and placed as the

CMA value. For example, for the first value of CMA, we can

average first two values of MA and place at the time code of

t = 13. Similarly, it can be continued until averaging last two

values of MA. Fig. 7 presents the duration plot after applying

the MA technique.

Fig. 5: Internet traffic duration for a sample subject for

Monday across three weeks.

Next step is to find the variable containing the seasonality.

To do so, seasonality should be extracted from CMA. Average

of the division of the original data over the CMA for the

first time window across all three weeks can be computed and

placed for the first time window across all four weeks as it was

stated in the Algorithm 1. The process is summarized in Eq.

(3) where m denotes the time window number that starts from

1 to 24. Each time, it calculates for a specific time window and

place the result for that specific time window across all four

weeks. As the result, seasonal component is extracted from

the data.

S = [
L[m]

CMA[m]
+

L[m+ 24]

CMA[m+ 24]
+

L[m+ 48]

CMA[m+ 48]
]/3 (3)

Next step is to calculate the deseasonalized value by di-

viding the original traffic by the seasonal component that

computed in the previous step. To finish the process, trend

component is also need to be extracted. Linear regression can

be applied to find the trend as it is shown in Eq. (4). Where

Y is the deseasonalized value that computed earlier and X is

the explanatory variable which in this project, time code of

t is considered as the explanatory variable. Outputs from the

regression model are a and b which they are intercept and slop,

respectively. Trend can be computed based on these values

in addition to the time code of t, based on Eq. (5). Finally,

components of seasonality and trend which are needed for

the prediction are founded with the previous steps. Simply by

multiplying seasonality and trend, the predicted Internet traffic

can be computed.

Y = a+ bX (4)

Tt = a+ (b× t) (5)

As mentioned earlier, seasonality is the same for all weeks.

So, simply it can be placed for the fourth week in our

month long data set. Also, trend component can be computed
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Fig. 6: Prediction framework applied to first three weeks of

traffic and predict the fourth week.

based on the variables a, b and t that are already computed.

Ultimately, multiplication of seasonality and trend can be

Fig. 7: Internet traffic duration for a sample subject for

Monday after applying the moving average technique.

calculated and the fourth week of data can be predicted.

This prediction is also presented in the Fig. 6 and labeled

as Forecast.
Fig. 8 plots the predicted duration data for the fourth week.

Furthermore, Fig. 9 plots the predicted data compared to the

captured data. Same procedure can be applied to any other day

of week or even can be applied to predict short-term prediction

like a week or month in advance or even long-term prediction

like a year or more.

Fig. 8: Predicted Internet traffic duration for a sample subject

a for Monday.

Recall from previous discussions, octets can be employed to

predict the future data. Similar procedure that was described in

Algorithm 1 can be used by considering traffic volume. Fig. 10

illustrates a plot which is comparing the predicted volume to

the captured traffic volume for one sample subject for Monday.

V. RESULTS OF DATA PREDICTION ON OUR DATA SETS

In this section we present results of applying our forecasting

technique to predict future data. The time window for the

prediction across the subjects was chosen in a range of 15-

second to 24-hour. We observed that a time window of 1-

hour can result in more accurate prediction. Due to the space

limitations, presenting all the possible predictions for all time

windows is not possible. We just present results for the 1-

hour time window in this paper, that gave us best accuracy in
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Fig. 9: Predicted versus captured Internet traffic duration for

a sample subject for Monday.

Fig. 10: Predicted versus captured Internet traffic volume for

a sample subject for Monday.

forecasting both volume and duration. In Fig. 11, we present

the average error in volume prediction across multiple time

windows, where we see for all weeks used to forecast, the

window of 1-hour gives us the lowest error. The result is the

same for forecasting duration also. As such, we report results

later in this paper for the 1-hour profiling window only. Also,

instead of presenting forecasting results for each day of the

week, we present summaries only due to space limitations.

Fig. 11: Average volume error across different time windows.

Fig. 12 summarizes our results. The X-axis is presenting 66
subjects labeled S1, S2, S3, ..., S66. Three bars are presented

for each user. The left bar is employed to show the average

duration error based on 1 week of data. Middle bar presents

the average duration error based on 2 weeks of data and finally

right bar is the representation for average duration error based

on the previous 3 weeks of data. In addition, Y-axis denotes

the average duration error in percentage that can be calculated

by using the Eq. (6). Data reported are averaged for prediction

across all weekdays in a week.

percent error =
|predicted value− captured value|

captured value
×100%

(6)

Same procedure as employed for duration, was used by

considering variable octets. Similarly, Fig. 13 summarizes the

average error in predicting the future volume of Internet usage

for all the subjects in our data set. Again, averages across

all weekdays are presented. As it is clear, the framework is

predicting effectively since it can predict the future volume of

usage based on last three weeks of data with an average error

of 4.86%.

The results presented here convince us that our proposed

technique can effectively forecast duration and volume of

Internet usage from past profiles, with good accuracy depend-

ing on profiling window chosen. Also, many other variables

can be extracted from a NetFlow data like Destination IP

addresses, Ports and Protocols that do provide information that

is potentially useful for forecasting. However, in this study we

only focused on duration and volume of Internet usage alone

that have minimal exposure from a privacy perspective.

VI. PRACTICAL IMPACT OF OUR WORK IN THIS PAPER

Demonstrating the feasibility of predicting users Internet

traffic based on duration and volume of usage alone, and

deriving associated trends has not been attempted before. We

present very briefly practical applications of our work. First,

this work opens new possibilities of more secure Internet

access where usage duration and volume of the incoming

traffic can be compared with the predicted usage to detect

anomalies and make alerts. It also can be useful in run-time

management of network resources via superior forecasting. In

addition, it can be helpful for smarter advertising via forecast-

ing usage time. Since, we demonstrated that this framework

can predict data with a very low amount of average error, such

system will be practical. It is also possible to predict required

network resources in advance like a week or couple of weeks

in advance. However, for such applications, we need more

data samples from many more subjects with more diversity

beyond campus environment, which is part of our current

work. Specific tasks include deriving more privacy preserving

features from traffic flow; looking into other tools that capture

network traffic; enhancing subject diversity beyond campus

environment; incorporating machine learning techniques for

data processing and more.
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Fig. 12: Error in forecasting duration of Internet usage based on 1, 2 and 3 weeks of data for all the 66 subjects.

Fig. 13: Error in forecasting volume of Internet usage based on 1, 2 and 3 weeks of data for all the 66 subjects.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrate that duration and volume

can act as key variables for predicting Internet traffic. With

a sample of college students and privacy preserving NetFlow

logs, our prediction framework demonstrate positive results.

We do agree that our prediction framework presented here

is only a starting point. There are definitely avenues for

improvement. For instance, one could consider more features

along with duration and volume like destination IP addresses,

ports and protocols, which are obtainable from NetFlow data.

Also, state-of-the-art machine learning techniques can be used

to predict much more accurately. However, there is always a

privacy vs. usability trade-off here since with more NetFlow

features, accuracy of prediction will improve, but at the cost of

privacy. There are all potentially open issues that we believe

our work in this paper can inspire.
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